ARCHER-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2258
Overview: Following the Federation-Klingon War of 2255, Starfleet was
primarily focused on recovery efforts, including repairing damaged starbases
and outposts, and replacing lost subspace relays. While replenishing the
fleet was a priority, but the associated costs in time and resources need to
produce new Constitution, Crossfield, Pioneer, and Ranger-class vessels
made this was a slow process. Meanwhile, Starfleet was committed to its
mandate of exploration, prioritizing ships for scientific missions unless a
humanitarian crisis occurred. This meant starbases, deep space stations,
and outposts were left to fend for themselves, desperately needing additional
support. The Archer-class was the solution: quick to produce, the Startleet
Corp of Engineers was able to produce over a dozen in a single year without
impacting the production of larger vessels, and the ships were small enough to
be constructed in a starbase's drydock. The ship was hastily designed, and the
hull based on the Paris-class light cruisers from the 2190s, but updated with the
newest engines, deflectors, and reactor.
Capabilities: Named for the 22nd century explorer and the fourth President of
the United Federation of Planets, Jonathan Archer, the Archer-class was small
and fast. Officially a "scout vessel", the ship was designed to be fast and easily
maintained with a low profile. It was often joked the class could go "to the edge
of nowhere and peek behind the curtains." While primarily scouting vessels, they
were also used as couriers, escorts, officer transports, and limited border patrol
vessels. Starbases often had one or two Archer ships for ferrying crew between
nearby systems as well as missions in local space, while border stations typically
had one for reconnaissance missions. Because of their smaller mass and recent
improvements in engine designs, an Archer ship was faster than a Constitution-class
starships and able to outmaneuver most cruisers. It's flat profile made its warp field
particularly stable, allowing it to push speeds of up to Warp 9. The ship had limited
armaments, with only a single, multipurpose torpedo/probe tube and twin dorsal
phaser banks. An Archer class had a standard crew complement of 12 to 14. Of
these, only the captain and first officer had private quarters while the rest shared
bunks. As the ship only had a single full deck, it used ladders in place of turbo lifts.

SCALE: 2
WEAPONRY:
• Phaser Banks
• PhotonTorpedoes

ATLAS-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2271. At/as-class starships were never officially placed
in active service.
Overview: Following the turbulent 2250s and '60s, Starfleet decided to revisit
their dreadnought program, which had previously produced the Federation-class,
with the intent of producing the largest and most formidable ship ever created by
Starfleet. Because of the vessel's increased mass, larger warp engines were
required to generate a stable warp field, which proved challenging to engineers
as scaling up existing designs proved unstable. Past experiments with three and
four nacelle designs had not been particularly successful, so the decision was
made to merge two nacelles, creating a larger warp bubble while also permitting
existing nacelles to be employed. To ease the Federation Council's concerns over
creating what could be seen as a massive warship, the class was equipped with
with large cargo and shuttlebay, being designed to supplement the Newton-class in
transporting equipment and personnel. Officially, only the prototype U.S.S. Atlas
was completed. Additional ships were planned, with modifications on the design
made in response to the performance of the prototype, but none of these were put into
production.
Capabilities: This stout and durable ship was designed with combat in mind. It's
hull was reinforced and extra phaser banks and shield generators. The design
featured 8 dual-emitter Type-VI I phaser banks supplemented by an additional 4
single-emitter banks. In total, it had 5 torpedo launchers: two dorsal saucer launchers,
two ventral saucer launchers, and a single rear torpedo launcher. The Atlas
maintained the general design aesthetic of the era with a saucer shaped primary
hull attached to a secondary hull by an angular neck. However, the secondary hull
was dominated by cargo storage and large shuttlebays, displacing the engineering
section into a massive subsection extending from the primary hull. At the aft of this
subsection is the ship's powerful impulse engines, and extending from sides of the
subsection were the ships warp pylons. The paired nacelles were covered by
reinforced plating to deflect non-direct hits. Additionally, the At/as-class was one
of the first Starfleet vessels to be designed as a carrier, with its shuttlebays able to
function as fighter hangers. On typically missions, the At/as typically carried
standard Class F shuttlecraft, but on combat operations these shuttles could be
equipped with phasers and a single use torpedo launcher. During exploratory or
transport missions, the U.S.S. Atlas operated with a reduced crew of 500 officers,
but during combat missions, a larger crew of 700 was expected.

FIGHTER WING

REQUIREMENTS: Scale 5+
The ship contains one or more squadrons of Scale 1 fighters that can be launched
to attack or harass opponents. To launch fighters, a ship's shields must be down.
Each round, the carrier's commanding officer or the fighter's squadron leader can
direct the wing's attack, choosing either offense or defense. On an offensive attack
run, if the ship hits the fighter's target with an attack, the fighters grant you 2 bonus
Momentum that cannot be saved to the group pool. On a defensive attack run, the
Difficulty of attacks against the ship increase by 1. The fighters can be targeted,
with the standard increased Difficulty for targeting small craft. A single breach
disables a fighter, and when 3 fighters have been disabled they can no longer
make attack runs.
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TALENTS
Atlas starships have
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Fighter Wings
Improved Impulse Drive
Large Shuttlebays

CONSTITUTION-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2358. Constitution-class starships were retired from service
after the 2390s.
Overview: In the early 2330s, test vessels finally managed to break the
warp 7 barrier. Following this event, rather than refit the aging
Einstein-class vessels, Starfleet decided to commission a brand new
class of vessel to take full advantage of the new warp engineers designated
the Constitution-class. The class was originally schedules to launch in the
early 2240s with the USS Constitution followed by a new Enterprise.
This changed in 2233, when an advanced Romulans mining ship, the Nerada,
emerged from a temporal rift and engaged the USS Kelvin, a recently refit
Einstein-class ship. Hailing from 150 years in the future, the Nerada
effortlessly destroyed the Kelvin, but not before the doomed vessel could
take extensive scans of the Romulans ship, taken as the Nerada first
emerged from the rift while its shielding was down. Starfleet was unaware
of the future origins of the strange Rom ulans vessel and feared it was the
first of a new class of Romulans warship. Armed with knowledge of the
Nerada's systems, the Constitution-class was redesigned and its launch
delayed by over a decade.
Capabilities: The redesigned Constitution-class featured much of the same
technology and designs as in the unmodified timeline, with the iconic
configuration of a saucer section connected by a thin neck to the vessel's
secondary engineering hull. There were some modifications, such as the
increased size of the ship, the different proportions of the nacelles
and the size of the connecting substructure or "neck" between the saucer
and the secondary hull. The saucer section could also be separated in
emergencies, and was capable of using its maneuvering thrusters to land
on a planet in the event of the secondary hull's destruction. While still
primarily an exploratory vessels, the ship was heavily armed, with six
dual-emitter phaser banks on the saucer section and two torpedo launchers
atop the navigational deflector, and additional two read torpedo launchers.
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TALENTS
Constitution-class starships have
the following Talents:

•
•
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Improved Hull Integrity
Improved Damage Control
Rapid-Fire Torpedo Launchers
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CROSSFIELD-CLASS
Entered Service: 2255. Crossfield-classstarships were retired from service
after the 2400s.

Overview: Following the success of the exploratory Constitution-class in the
2240s and '50s, Starfleet turned its attention to its other primary mission: scientific
research. The Crossfield-class was designed to be research and vessels capable of
functioning as mobile field labs. Starships of the class were to design, build,
and field test the next generation of starship component. While all Crossfield-class
starships were design to incorporate numerous scientific facilities, each ship was
typically focused around a singular task, such as investigate spatial phenomena
or designing new types of sensor or propulsion system.
Capabilities: Mimicking its sister ships of the Constitution-class, the design of the
Crossfield-class consisted of a primary hull connected to a wide secondary hull that
housed main engineering and had pylons leading to two warp nacelles. The class
varied in that its secondary hull was a triangular shape rather than cylindrical, and its
primary hull was a series of concentric rings rather than a singular saucer. The
curious design of the primary hull was twofold: first it allowed sections of the hull to
easily be sealed off in the event of a disaster, and also it allowed entire sections of the
hull to be replaced if the ship's mission changed. Most versions of the class featured
an expansive shuttle-bay that occupied a sizable portion of the secondary hull, while
others instead had large cargo bays or manufacturing facilities. Many Crossfieldclass ships were specially designed to test new ship components, and had unique
features, such as spinning hull segments for a Spore Jump Drive or additional
deflector arrays to test experimental shielding or cloaking technology. Regardless of
a ship's modifications, each vessel featured numerous scientific facilities capable of
performing several hundred simultaneous scientific experiments (occasionally
even twice as many scientific missions than the standard crew compliment).
Crossfield-class starships had fifteen decks and its standard crew ranged from 100
to 250. While designated a science vessel, Crossfield-class starships were capable
of defending themselves and had several phaser banks
as well as four photon torpedo launchers.

--

• DEPARTMENTS
–

–
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WEAPONRY:
• Phaser Banks
• PhotonTorpedoes
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 3)

TALENTS
Crossfield-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Extensive Shuttlebays
• Modular Laboratories

FEDERATION-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2253. Federation-class starships were retired from
service after 2301.
Overview: The Federation has always been reluctant to build warships, but
even the most ardent proponents of peaceful exploration acknowledged that
hostile Klingon and Romulan dreadnoughts would be difficult to stop, even
for a heavy cruiser such as the Constitution-class. It was reluctantly agreed
that the time to design and test such a "battleship" was not when enemy
forces were advancing, and that a Federation dreadnought should be built
and tested. The original design was to be bulkier and hardier than the
Constitution-class, but with only minimal increased firepower - to avoid its
construction being seen as a preparatory act for invasion. Originally the class
was tellingly named the" Dreadnought-class" but this was seen as needlessly
aggressive, and eventually the design was patriotically renamed the
"Federation-class".
Capabilities: Mimicking the functional design of the Constitution-class, the
Federation-class retains the two-hull design with a saucer-shaped primary
hull connected by a slender neck to a cylindrical secondary hull that houses
main engineering, the class' two deflector dishes, as well as the shuttle bay.
Unlike the Constitution-class, Federations placed their shuttle bay at the
fore of the secondary hull, just beneath the saucer section; the intent of
moving the launch bay was to allow the ship to function as a carrier,
potentially launching small fighters into combat. But the most notable
difference of the class was the third nacelle with the intent of increasing its
speed and the strength of its warp field. However, field testing proved the
uneven number of nacelles was not as efficient, unbalancing the warp field
during prolonged use, which informed the later four-nacelle design of the
Gemini heavy cruiser and Constellation-class. Unfortunately, removing the
third nacelle from the design was deemed cost-ineffective, as it would require
redesigning the entire electro-plasma system. Despite its difficulty maintaining
high warp velocity, the Federation-class was the largest and most-powerful
vessels in Starfleet until the refitted Constitution-class starships of the 2270s,
and were typically commanded by an admiral. However, by design, the class
was still inferior to the dreadnoughts and battleships of other neighbouring
powers. Because of its limited use, high operational costs, and the heavy crew
requirements of the vessels - over 500 crewmembers - during peacetime
Federation-class starships were typically kept drydocked. By the 2280s, the
Federation-class vessels had been modified into a refit version based on
similar changes made to Constitution-class vessels, and this refit corrected
many of the power issues and warp imbalance problems that plagued the line.
Only a couple ships ended up being refit, as Starfleet instead decided to move
forward with the Excelsior experiment.
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TALENTS
Federation-class starships have
the following Talents:

•
•
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Command Ship
Improved Hull Integrity
Redundant Systems

GEMINI-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2262 Gemini-class starships were retired from service
after 2281.
Overview: As the Federation expanded, being able to quickly travel from
one end of the republic to the other became valuable. Travel and
communication became an issue: even at high warp, journeying from one
edge of the Federation to the other could take months. The Gemini-class
heavy cruiser was created to test the possibility of multiple nacelles
permitting either faster or extended warp travel. The intent of the class was
for it to serve as a specialty courier or emergency relief vessel, able to
rapidly respond to disasters anywhere in the Federation, or transferring
communications between vessels and planets beyond the the range of the
subspace relays. Unfortunately, the warp reactors of the mid-23rd Century
proved insufficient for the power requirements needed to maintain a dual
warp field or even sustain warp flight over extended periods. Ironically, four
nacelles resulted in an overall slower vessel, limiting the Gemini-class
cruiser's speed and usefulness. For those reasons, only a handful of
Gemini-class starships were ever constructed, and the class never saw
wide service. However, the design served as the basis for the venerable
Constellation-class cruiser, which managed to resolve most of the design
problems Gemini suffered.
Capabilities: Arare sight among the Federation ships, the Gemini
possessed four nacelles. The design features a large primary saucer
section, with the saucer's stern featuring a large rectangular subsection
that houses the ship's engineering and the vessel's large warp reactor.
Attached to the subsection by angular pylons are the warp nacelles. The
saucer section is divided into 12 decks, including the raised engineering
subsection. A Gemini-starship is typically crewed by 250 people, but was
designed to house far more in the event of an evacuation or refugee effort.
The ship features only 6 phaser banks spread spread out evenly across the
hull and two torpedo launchers, less armaments than the older
Constitution-class. While the Gemini was intended as a ship of mercy and
only had minor armaments, ironically its powerful warp reactor made it
formidable in battle. The reactor's sustained power was limited but it was
capable of channeling intense surges of warp power to its deflector shield
and phasers. To the Klingons the vessel was the Gemini Battlecruiser, as
they witnessed its potency during the short Federation-Klingon war of 2267,
where the few Gemini in service were involved in skirmishes on Donatu,
Omega Leonis, and 38 Lyncis.
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Gemini-class starships have
the following Talents:
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Backup EPS Conduits
Improved Impulse Drive
Improved Power Systems

OBERTH-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2271 Oberth-class starships were retired from service
after2370.
Overview: The Oberth-class science vessel was designed for the study of
astronomicalphenomena, gathering information on stars, planets, comets,
and spatial anomalies. Oberth starships were not designed for long term
exploration, and instead performed detailed examinations of previously
discovered stellar objects. After the launch of the class, captains of several
Constitution vessels joking labelled the ships the "pilot fish class", because
it followed behind them collecting their scraps. However, the design of the
Oberth-class had some crucial advantages. Principally, the ships were easy
to build and operate. The smaller size allowed eight Oberth-class vessels to
be constructed for the same resources as a single Constitution class starship,
and required a fifth of the crew. The design was also highly customizable,
allowing varied specialization between vessels. As Constitution ships were
phased out in favour of Excelsior and eventually Ambassador-class ships,
the strengths of the Oberth-class became more apparent. It became common
practice for larger exploratory vessels to quickly chart and scan systems and
then move on, leaving Oberth vessels to fully investigate. While not designed
for extensive exploration, the nature of the class' missions meant Oberth ships
frequently encountered new alien species. However, their small size and
limited crew numbers meant that they had a very limited diplomatic capability.
While they occasionally engaged in first contact procedures, it was more usual
that an Oberthwould make an initial assessment then report back to Starfleet,
allowing larger vessels to make the actual contact.
Capabilities: The Oberth-class design was atypical among Federation
starships of the late23rd Century, in incorporated a unique split hull design.
It featured an upper primary hull comprised of the saucer section positioned
atop a large rectangular section running between the warp nacelles. At the
very rear of this aft subsection was the ship's impulse drive. An oblong
secondary hull was connected to the primary hull via the nacelles' reinforced
pylons. The secondary hull housed the engineering section, which was
almost wholly automated and unmanned during normal operation. The
entire engineering crew assigned to an Oberth-class ship consisted of one
officer and four enlisted personnel, a tenth the number normal for a vessel
of its size. In total, an Oberth-class had an standard crew complement of
eighty, but was capable of operating with a minimum crew of ten. The small
nacells and reactor limited the Oberth's speed, and it had a maximum warp
speed of 5. Designed for science missions rather than combat, the
Oberth-class had minimal defensive systems, and were were tactically
inferior to enemy vessels, even small ones such as a Klingon scout vessels.
The weapon systems of the Oberth-class consisted of a single forward
phaser bank, but it was equipped with specialized shields that allow them to
push through gravitational wavefronts, intense radiation, and other celestial
hazards. Over the decades of their service, Oberth's have been upgraded
and refit over a dozen times. Early changes were limited to improving its
sensors and laboratory resources, but the later models increased
automation throughout the ship, reducing the minimum crew numbers and
allowing for significantly larger quarters. The class' modularity also made
them useful in field testing new components, and several Oberthvessels
were used as experimental test ships. Two examples are the USS Pegasus,
which was regularly outfitted with experimental weapons and engine
systems, and the USS Trosper, which was assigned to the Starfleet Corps
of Engineers. In the2350s, the Galaxy-class was planned to replace the
duties of Oberth vessels, but the diplomatic requirements placed on
Galaxy-class ships led to a stay of execution for the class unti I the Nova-class
launched. With reduced scientific needs, the numerous Oberth vessels
remaining in service were assigned alternate assignments, serving as as
transports and supply ships.

• DEPARTMENTS
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SCALE: 3
WEAPONRY:

• Phaser Banks
• Tractor Beam
(Strength2)

TALENTS
Oberth-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Advanced Research Facilities
• High Resolution Sensors

PALLADA-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2246. Pa//ada-class starships were retired from service
after2280
Overview: Planned at the same time as its sister class, the Constitution, the
Pa//ada-class was designed as scientific research vessels, built to investigate
astronomical phenomena and research all manner of anomalies. While this
class was designed following the Constitution and its construction begun
slightly afterwards, problems with substructure and larger reactor of the
Constitution class delayed its launch allowing the U.S.S. Palladato leave
spacedock first. Pa//ada-class ships were designed to work in conjunction
with exploratory vessels, conducting far more detailed investigations of new
discoveries and spatial phenomena. Following the Federation-Klingon War
of the2250s, the reduced number of ships meant many Pa//ada vessels ended
up exploring their own share of systems.
Capabilities: Large and well-equipped, Pal/ada vessels could remain in the
field for several years, functioning as a mobile research laboratory. Mirroring
the design of the Constitution-class, the Pallada featured a primary saucer
section and cylindrical secondary hull with the warp nacelles positioned a
distance away from the ship. The warp engines of the Pallada were also angled
lower, lying parallel to the secondary hull, giving the ship a distinct profile.
The secondary hull of the Pallada was significantly smaller than that of the
Constitution, reducing its cargo space, shuttlebay, and the size of its warp
reactor. While the ship was slower and less powerful than its exploratory
counterpart, it matched Constitution starships in terms of sensor resolution
and computing power. It also matched the Constitution in terms of armaments,
having seven dual emitter phaser banks and2 forward facing torpedo launchers,
and had a comparable crew of around4 00. The Pa//ada-class continued to
see use throughout the2260s and2270s, receiving a number of refits to its
scientific facilities and additional armaments, such as a rear facing torpedo
launcher. The launch of the Crossfield-class in the2250s also allowed Pal/ada
vessels to focus on discoveries of a pure scientific nature, leaving
experimentation and applied science for Crossfield ships. In the late2270s,
the Constitution, Saladin, and Federation-class were heavily refit. Starfleet
considered upgrading the Pallada as well, but opted to slowly phase out the
class in favour of the newer Miranda and Oberthclasses.

--
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SCALE: 4

WEAPONRY:
• Phaser Banks
• PhotonTorpedoes
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 3)

TALENTS
Pa//ada-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Advanced Sensor Suites
• Advanced Research Facilities

PERSEUS-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2247. Pegasus-class starships were retired from service
after 2280.
Overview: The fast and maneuverable Perseus-class outgunned the larger
Constitution-class vessel in their original configuration. Lightly armoured,
the Perseus escort vessel was designed by Starfleet to fill the role of
corvettes and frigates for the Federation. Following Starfleet's longstanding
philosophy not to design warships, the purpose of the Perseus-class was
one of defence. They were primarily used to accompany cargo vessels and
diplomatic freighters, but also patrolled the borders of the Federation. At
times of war, Perseus-class ships were to be used as scouting vessels
launched ahead of a larger fleet.
Capabilities: Retaining the traditional saucer and nacelles of Federation
starships, the Perseus had a smaller cylindrical secondary hull extended
directly from the aft section of the saucer. This secondary hull housed the
warp reactor and powerful impulse engines. The navigational deflector was
mounted to the front of the saucer section, giving the vessel a narrow profile,
maximizing its shielding. Like the Constitution-class, Perseus ships made
use of Doctor Richard Daystrom duotronic computer system, albeit a more
compact and less robust version. In the 2260s, this computer was upgraded
to incorporate elements of the M-3 and M-4 computer systems created by
Doctor Daystrom. While the doctor considered these systems to be a failure
at the time, they allowed for greater automation throughout the ship,
including faster targeting and threat response, as well as increased reaction
time from the crew. Comparable in size to the classic NX-class of ship,
Perseus-class vessels had 6 decks. However, the vessels far smaller crews
than other vessels, requiring as few as 65 crew members on the ship.
Standard weaponry on the design included two high power phaser banks,
two photon torpedo launchers, and dual phaser cannons. These forward
mounted cannons made Perseus ships feared by Naussican pirates and
Orion raiders. Over the class' lifetime it was refit several times, with a major
upgrade in the mid-2260s to include a rear-facing torpedo launcher and
phaser bank. The class fell into disuse in the late 2270s, and did not undergo
the substantial refit several Constitution-class vessels received. Instead,
the design was replaced by the Soyuz and newer Miranda-class vessels.
24th Century historians have called the Perseus-class an unsung hero of the
early Federation, noting that while the Constitution-class braved the frontier
and expanded the Federation, it was the Perseus-class that civilized the
frontier and maintained the trade routes so vital to the growing Federation.
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Phaser Banks
Phaser Cannons
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 2)

TALENTS
Perseus-class starships have
the following Talents:

•
•

Fast Targeting Systems
Improved Impulse Engines

PIONEER-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2238. Pioneer-class starships were retired from
service after 2275.
Overview: The first of what would become the Pioneer-class was a built out
of the hull of an unfinished Einstein-class vessel and used test the warp 7
engine planned for the Constitution-class. Both the reactor and the "Pioneer"
acquitted themselves well, and the ship was finished and continued to
serve Starfleet, performing odd tasks: investigated previously discovered
stellar phenomena, delivering medical supplies, transporting colonists,
and performing diplomatic functions for Federation members. While
Constitution-class vessels were notably larger and out-performed
Pioneer-class ships in nearly every metric, they also consumed significantly
more resources to construct. Starfleet estimated that by the mid-2260s they
would be lucky to have ten Constitution-class starships, less than one per
sector of the Federation. It was decided that the USS Pioneer would serve
as the basis for a utility starship, one designed for operating inside the
Federation rather than at the borders of known space. The Pioneer-class
was often assigned to larger vessels, but the frigate's size and crew
complement limited the duration of such missions. Whenever a
Constitution-class vessel was too far away or too busy for a mission, a
Pioneer-class was sent instead. Some captains were initially dismissive of
Pioneers, calling them the" Frankenstein-class" due to their hodgepodge
origin, or being critical of their crew, who often failed to qualify for positions
on Constitution vessels. However, during the lifespan of the class, Pioneers
developed a reputation for efficiency and reliability, becoming the
workhorses of Starfleet. Many new captains received their first command on
Pioneer vessels, and had strong nostalgia for the vessels, even after they
ascended to the admiralty. When Starfleet decided to retire the Pioneers
rather than refit them like the Constitutions, there was surprising push-back.
Capabilities: The Pioneer-class bears a passing resemblance to Einstein
vessels, save it has two warp nacelle extending from a cylindrical
substructure jutting from the aft of the saucer section. While the single
engine was sufficient for warp 5 speeds and could theoretically have
functions for warp 7, after several Einstein-class ships were lost after a
nacelle was damaged, it was decided that extra redundancy of a second
nacelle was desirable. The secondary hull was located beneath the saucer
section, housing the navigational deflector, shuttlebay, as well as some
cargo bays and the sensor controls. Main engineering was located in the
subsection running between the bridge and the nacelle pylons. While the
ship was capable of reaching warp 7, it was not designed to maintain those
speeds for long, and typically traveled at a cruising speed of warp 4. The
class was only superficially armed. It only had three phaser banks. Initially
the class lacked torpedoes, but two torpedo launchers were added to the
design shortly into its lifespan.

SCALE: 3
WEAPONRY:

• Phaser Banks
• PhotonTorpedoes
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 2)

TALENTS
Pioneer-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Extensive Shuttlebays
• Improved Hull Integrity

PTOLEMY-CLASS
Entered Service: 2257. Pto/emy-class starships were retired from service
after 2304.
Overview: Following the war with the Klingons in 2256, Starfleet engaged in a
number of large scale construction projects. While the Starfleet Corp of Engineers
prioritized the reconstruction of starbases, there were innumerable colonies and
outposts that required new supplies. In addition, there were numerous disabled
starships floating in deep space, which were potentially salvageable if they could
be moved to drydock. Rather than rely on traditional freighters, the Pto/emy-class
starship was designed and constructed. Designated a "tug", it was an armed
military transport designed to deliver cargo for Starfleet and the Federation. The
first was built using recovered parts from an uncompleted Constitution-class
starship, while later ones were built using recovered ships of the same class
before they started being constructed from scratch.
Capabilities: Almost a full sized starship, a Pto/emyhad fourteen deck and required
a crew of almost two-hundred for full operation (although it could be staffed by half
that number for simple missions). Like a Constitution-class, the Pto/emyhad a large
saucer-shaped primary hull with a long angular neck. The warp pylons connected
directly to the primary hull, the aft of which housed main engineering. In place of a
secondary hull, the ship had a semi-cylindrical cowling designed to connect to a
cylindrical cargo pod. When pulling pods filled with a normal load, the powerful
engines of the tug could pull three cargo pods, with the first connected to the Ptolemy
and subsequent pods pulled behind creating a train. Pods were designed for their
cargo, with common pods being: breakbulk, container cargo, dry bulk, and starliner.
The latter was designed for transporting personnel, with each pod able to hold three
hundred individuals. While not designed for combat operations, the transports were
equipped to defend themselves against raiders or in the event of another war. Each
Pto/emypossessed a twin-mounted forward phaser bank and two single aft phaser
banks. Always in high demand, Pto/emyvessels served for several decades until the
class was finally replaced. Because they were continually in service, most saw
fewer refits than other ships, and near the end of their life they had a reputation for
being spartan with nonessential systems continually needing repair.

SCALE: 3
WEAPONRY:
• Phaser Banks
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 4)

TALENTS
Pto/emystarships have
the following Talents:
• Improved Hull Integrity
• Improved Power Systems

RANGER-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2249. Ranger-class starships were retired from service
after 2276.
Overview: What became the Ranger-class started as one of the potential
designs for Starfleet's new class of dedicated exploratory and science
vessels, what would become the Constitution-class. The design of the
Ranger-class was inspired by the designs of the Columbia-class, also known
as the refit NX-class. Eventually the now classical two-hull design of the
Constitution-class won out and the other plans were set aside. In the
mid-2240s, increased tensions with the Klingons empire prompted
conversations on creating a Federation warship to support the smaller
Perseus-class frigates. While many among the Federation Council balked at
the idea, it was eventually decided to construct one ship to test the designs,
for a possible heavy interceptor. The USS RangerNX-1750 was launched in
2249. In the 2260s, the increasing tensions prompted several more Rangerclass ships would be constructed, such as the the loss of several
Constitution-class vessels, the disastrous first contact with the Gorn, the
return of Romulans to galactic politics, and continued tensions between the
Federation and both the Klingons and Tholians.
Capabilities: The agile Ranger-class was one of the most respected
battlecruisers of the 23rd century. Officially classified as a "heavy cruiser",
the design of the ship was cosmetically similar to the Constitution-class. It
featured 18 decks separated across the saucer shaped primary hull and
cylindrical secondary hull. The secondary hull was beneath the saucer and
directly connected, rather than being joined by a neck. Two large pylons
jutted from the starboard portion of the saucer section, which housed the
warp plasma conduits, and were connected together with a
"roll-bar". The warp nacelles were connected to this roll-bar and the aft
pylons. A Ranger-class starship was typically operated by 250 crew
members. A tactical powerhouse, the Ranger was built for combat resolution.
Phaser banks were located in the center of the roll-bar, and directly linked
directly into the warp power, which significantly increased the design's
firepower at the cost of potential warp speed. These vessels were often
deployed on the front line of border conflicts with the Klingons and Romulans,
typically to discourage hostilities more than win battles. In 2270, the USS
Ranger was part of the Federation fleet engaging the Klingon Empire at
Caleb IV. While the Klingons emerged victorious and drove Starfleet away,
the few Ranger-class vessels held their own against overwhelming Klingon
forces. However, as the initial plans for the class were for an exploratory
vessel, there were a number of design problems. Much of the saucer and
secondary hull were set aside scientific laboratories. In the prototype, these
were filled with secondary shield generators and armaments, but these
quickly drained power reserves. In the final design, these rooms were just left
vacant, or converted into cargo bays. The distance between the large
secondary hull and the warp nacelles also proved problematic, increasing
the power requirements of the ship, while leaving the vessel vulnerable to
attacks from beneath. These flaws led to the class being retired rather than
refit, first replaced by the Soyuz-class and then by the versatile Mirandaclass.

SCALE: 4
WEAPONRY:

• Phaser Banks
• PhotonTorpedoes
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 2)

TALENTS
Ranger-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Improved Power Systems
• Improved Reaction Control
System

SALADIN-CLASS

Written by "Jester" David Gibson: Art by Star Trek Online and Copyright Cryptic Studios

Entered Service: 2236. Saladin-class starships were retired from service
after 2279.
Overview: Classified as escorts or light frigates, the Saladin-class
starships were used as scout vessels, and used for short term exploratory
missions. They charted systems and sectors, scanning planets at long
range to evaluated their resources and potential for life, before returning to
a nearby Starbase or station. Based on the initial sensor sweeps of Saladin
ships, dedicated exploratory vessels would be dispatched, such as Einstein
and Pioneer-class starships, allowing those ships to maximize their
exploration while minimizing their time spent in deep space. When the
Constitution-class was created, enabling exploratory vessels to easily
spend years at a time at the fringes of known space, the usefulness of the
Saladin-class began to wane.
Capabilities: The Saladin-class was designed to be a companion to the
Einstein-class, and later a less-expensive companion to Pioneer and
Constitution-class vessels. It had 15 decks, spread out over its saucer
section and the neck connecting the primary hull to the warp nacelle. The
typical crew complement of a Saladin-class ship was 200, but as few as 100
could staff the ship. The single nacelle and small reactor meant the ship
lacked engine power and maneuverability, but this limited energy profile
made the ship less easily detected by sensor scans, enabling the ship to
move undetected at long range. During the 2230s and 2240s, the class was
expected to perform scientific missions, and was equipped with expansive
laboratory facilities in addition to its detailed long-range sensors. After the
2260s, as the Constitution-class took over the exploratory role, many
Saladin-class starships were given an extensive refit, replacing their
scientific facilities with photon torpedo launchers and additional shielding.
This subclass of vessel was identified as the Hermes-class scout, and
used as an escort or occasional spy ship. Because it retained the sensitive
sensor equipment of a scientific vessel, Hermes-class ships became the
eyes and ears of Starfleet.

SCALE: 3
WEAPONRY:

• Phaser Banks
• Tractor Beam
(Strength 2)

TALENTS
Saladin-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Advanced Sensor Suites

SOYUZ-CLASS
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Entered Service: 2265 Soyuz-class starships were retired from service
after 2290.
Overview: Following the success of the Perseus-class vessel during the
previous twenty years, the Federation starship corp of engineers began
working on a replacement. As the threats to peace were growing more
dangerous, it was decided to increase the size of the patrol vessel closer to
that of a Constitution-class vessel. The Soyuz-class was based on the the
Ranger-class, attempting to correct several inefficiencies in that design. It
was planned to be a swift moving cutter that could serve in role of border
guard and patrol vessel, replacing the smaller and aging Perseus escorts.
During the late 2260s, Federation worlds at the edge of its territory continued
to be the victims of raids by mercenaries and criminals, with several
suspected (but unproven) Klingon assaults on isolated colonies. The Soyuz
was also planned to counter the recently refit Klingon O7cruisers. However,
the Soyuz-class proved to be a disappointment. Following the Treaty of
Organia and the Romulan withdrawal, fewer patrol vessels were required
than expected. The class proved less flexible than either Constitution or
Miranda-class ships, less capable of serving alternate roles in the fleet. The
class was retired after a few short decades rather than putting the ships
through a lengthy refit.
Capabilities: The design of the Soyuz-class was a modification of the
Ranger-class, foregoing the secondary hull and roll-bar in favour of an
extended hull. The large wedge-shaped aft hull housed the ships
engineering, moved closer to the warp engines for increased efficiency.
The enlarged tail section of the aft section featured dual shuttlebays.
The large saucer section was divided into 15 decks. Its defenses included
6 type-VII phaser banks, 4 torpedo launchers, and an additional 4 turret
mounted phaser cannons located on the upper aft section. The ship was
designed to accommodate a varying number of crew. It could be operated
with as few as 130 officers, but there was room for as many as 400. Mounted
on the underside of the primary hull were two short pylons connected to the
warp nacelles. Above each nacelle was a outboard sensor pods. The
Soyuz-class was one of the first ships to make use of angular nacelles rather
than the traditional cylinders, a style of nacelles that would later see use in
both the Miranda-class and Constitution refit. The new nacelles were
designed to more efficiently generate warp fields, but were a late addition to
the ship, and the design's EPS system was not properly adjusted to
accommodate the changes. As a result of the oversight, the Soyuz could
barely exceed warp 6. While the Soyuz was a disappointment, the hard
lessons of its design flaws directly led to the vastly more successful
Miranda and Constellation-class vessels.

SCALE: 4
WEAPONRY:

•
•
•
•

Phaser Banks
PhaserCannons
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam
(Strength 3)

TALENTS
Soyuz-class starships have
the following Talents:
• Extensive Shuttlebays
• Improved Shield Recharge
• Redundant Systems

